obtained. The film thicknesses ranged from 7 to 10 microns. The BLS measurements gave stiffness factors ranging from 5.52 to 8.77.10.~ Oe.cmz. This variation is attributed to the occupation by Ga atoms of the A and D sites causing a decrease in Jad. The values of 4%M, and y deduced were in good agreement with those obtained by microwave spectroscopy which examined the frequencies of the MSBVW and MSFVW excitations generated by a periodic array of microstrips. 4nM, decreased from 1.740 kG for x = 0 to 0.645 kG fir x = 0.73. A cubic anisotropy field HK if -45 Oe and first and second order uniaxial anisotropy fields H,,, and Hu2 of --70 and 50 Oe respectively were obtained.
The properties of epitaxial ferrite films are known to be different from those of bulk material as a result of distortions of the basic crystal symmetry. The anisotropy energy may be represented in terms of a combined uniaxial and cubic symmetry. Brillouin light scattering and microwave spectroscopy measurements described here have enabled the room temperature magnetic characteristics of a series of five Y3FeS.,G~O12 single crystal (11 1) films to be determined.
2.EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
The single crystal garnet films were prepared by liquid phase epitaxy. The substrate material was (1 11) oriented gadolinium gallium garnet and the film thicknesses were in the range 7-10 microns. Brillouin light scattering was carried out using a backscattering technique with the incident light (h = 514.9 nm) perpendicular to the static applied field H with 0 5 H 1 5.0 kOe. A multipass (3+3) Fabry-Perot interferometer was used to detect the frequency shifts as a function of applied field and the magnon frequencies wK were fitted to the equation, where y is the gyromagnetic ratio, D,, the stiffness factor and 4nMS the saturation induction. The magnon wavenumber for back scattering is K = 2(2dk) n where n is the refractive index for the light. For this system n is strongly dependent on Ga content [I] . By fitting the results to equation (1) the parameters D,,, y and 4zM, were determined. Figure 1 shows the variation of the spin wave stiffness constants so deduced for all the samples. Microwave spectroscopy was camed out at X-band and employed both backward and forward MSW generated under appropriate field orientations by a stripline array in contact with the film. The microstrip structure excites MSEVW or MSBVW propagating in a direction perpendicular to the strips with wavenumbers K,,, = 27tm/z where z is the stripline periodicity and m is integral.
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3.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Brillouin lieht scattering. The exchange energy E of the acoustic spin wave mode for pure YIG at 0 K has been given by Keffer [2] as, where the J's are the appropriate exchange integrals for interactions between the sites indicated and a is the lattice parameter. The spin wave stiffness parameter is the coefficient of K' in this expression. Previous studies [3] on polycrystalline bulk material have shown that occupation of both A and D sites occurs for Ga substitution and Dionne [4] has given the variation of the molecular field coefficients as a function of x. Using these values together with equation (2) one finds that the ratio of the stiffnesses at x = 0.73 and x = 0 is Do,,/Do = 1.40 compared with our experimentally observed ratio (see Table 1 ) of 1.59. In fact it is known that in single crystal films because of the growth conditions the site occupation is somewhat different from bulk [5] 3.2 Microwave suectroscouv. The anisotropy energy U was assumed to contain both cubic and uniaxial terms, where K,, and K,,, are the first and second order uniaxial anisotropy constants and K is the cubic anistropy constant. The direction cosines of the magnetization in a cubic coordinate system are al g and %, and a1 is the cosine of the angle of the magnetization to the plane normal. The dependence of the MSW frequencies with the above form of anisotropy on K have been determined analytically by Danilov et al [6] and a least squares fit (see Figure 2) when coupled with the observation of the field required for saturation gives all three magnetic anisotropy fields listed in Table 1 . Further work on annealed films is in progress. The work is supported under Nato Grant # 941 194. 
